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Italian is a language in which discourse
level informational strategies are easily
detectable at sentence level. When arguments
of a certain predicate do not constitute new
information they are adjoined as clitic to
the front of the verb; subject arguments
constituting the theme of a discourse or
text are left unexpressed. All relevant
information on the contrary is highlighted

means of a variety of structural means:t ese are usually accompanied by phonetic
signals mostly at the level of intonational
contours. Semantic focus can be characterized by phonological structure,
syntactic structure and pragmatic or full
semantic representation. Only emphatic and
contrastive focussing requires pragmatic or
full semantic representation: this is not
generated by available grammatical com
ponents of rule systems for speechsynthesis, currently presented in theliterature.The two remaining levels ofrepresentation, the phonological and the
syntactic ones, enable a system of synthesis
by rule to realize focus structure in most
cases. Relevant semantic information ispassed on to the syntactic component fromthe lexicon, which must be highly
articulated. The remaining components
activated in a system for synthesis by ruleare the nwrphological and the phonologicalones.
Phonetically speaking, the focussed constituent can be characterized by a peak withLow or High tone, aligned with word-stress,accompanied by a preceding H/L tone andsometimes followed by a L tone in
coincidence with an Intonational Groupboundary. Intonational Groups (IGs)constitute the higher phonological structureand are defined on a syntactic-semanticlevel, as the .root sentence including the
higher S node and its complements andmodifiers. Moreover, we found out that ‘toobtain a satisfactory definition of focusthe highest-lowest peak in P; value is notsufficient as an acoustic correlate. Focusis defined as a relation over two adjacenttonal assignments, in terms of the rate/s ofchange of the F3 curve.

INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper[l]we distinguished

between Phonolo icar Focus (FF) which ives
rise to unmar ed Focus Assignment les
(FAR), and Logical Focus (LF) which gives
rise to marked FAR. The former constitutes a
case of default sentence level rule which
associates a certain basic pitch contour
with each Intonational Group(IG). Basic
intonational contours of a certain language
are usually defined generalizing over a set
of illocutionary types (or tunes as defined
in[2]) which are language-specific. In
Italian there are at least the following:
declaratives, questions, exclamatives and
parentheticals. IGs constitute the higher
phonological structure and are defined on a
syntactic-semantic level, as ”the root
sentence including the higher 5 node and its
complements and modifiers.
Logical Focus (LF) is conceived as the pitch
induced by syntactically governed
discontinuities of constituents which can

and usually are - affected by discourse
level rules, as to their interpretation.
These structures are however detectable at
sentence level and give rise to a syntactic
representation in which grammatical
functions are assigned to constituents which
do not occupy their canonical position in
superficial or constituent structure. FF and
LF generate focus structures which define
the boundary of a sense unit at a discourse
grammmar level: with FF focus structure
includes the arguments of the predicate as
they are normally associated by lexical

' frames, where syntactic or functional
subcategorization, selectional restrictions
and other feature information is listed for
each lexical entry. In the case of LF this
is also taken into account, plus the marked
structures of Italian in terms of syntactic
discontinuities. No . pragmatic or
extragrammatical knowledge is required,
however, since no emphatic or contrastive
structures are generated by the rules.
We take for granted that the system will
generate an adequate structural description
of nnrked structures(but see[3]). In order
to investigate its relations with an
acoustic-phonetic model of focus structure
wee built a test set made up of sentences
inlcuding the following structural types:
1. Neutral declarative followed by a
subordinate hypothetical clause;
2. Topicalized version of 1.
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F. and short-term’power (both on ah 2'59;

scale) were computed each 10°ms at t e
th Universit of Padua. _ '

gintezces are listed ]below with underneath

their honological mar ing: ‘ . .
1. Glipindustrial'i'devono pagare J. decimatli

HL" ' H“ ‘ .H LL25

se vogliono che 1e trattative confinuino.

.2. I decimali gli industriali devono pagafg

HtL - e A

as vogliono che 1e trattative coiiginuino.

" ‘ ‘ ' d triali devono pagarli3. IHdigimali gli in u; L" H‘L L2

se vogliono continuare 1e {gattativm

4 Gli industriali devono pagarli i decimal;

' L" Hf L . . L
se vogliono che 1e trattativeLgontinuino

5. Questo accordo non possonzitaccettarlo
H L‘ H" H‘LLZ

i sindacati

L25 ' ' 1' li industriali6. Devono pager; i decfimf i g IX

se vogliono continuare 1e trfitative.

' ' t i 11 i decimali7. DHevono pégare gli indfiis rHa‘L L8

se vogliono la continuazione delle
trattative.

8. Sono i decimali che gli industriali non
H‘L L8

vogliono paggre.

9.. Chi hanno detto che hanno intenzione di
. H H H‘L L3 aiutare gli

' d triali?in us L8 t .

he avrebbero aiuta o i10. Hanno 'dIfIEEO c H" H H"

terremctati gli industriali?
H H“L L H8 .

Sentences 1. and its variants can .. be
trans lated roughly as follows: The
' ' ' ts must a the decimals if they

waggszhleahleagotiationg {0 continue"; sentence
6 as follows: "The unions cannot accept this
agreement"; sentence 9 as follows: Who did
the industrialists say they intended to
help?“ and finally 10 as follows: Have the
industrialists said they intended to help

arth ake victims." ‘
islet: theqlimderlying phonological model, the

'focul' is an?“

[1]..reader is referred to
.In Pierrehumbert system [2], Oily-two an”.

,_ . the intonational. luatlon 1115.1” up _
1n tc:?specification: Tt yhere T.H’L'- th'
c21a.lr0indicates alignment filth the promnents

' syllable. ‘As' a first approximation'we adopt-.
. . otation. plus. the toneP s ifizdryvit: IG's boundaries: TX=H,Lassoc 11% is usuallY associated with yes/nowhereion‘ and 13 marks the end of non~_quest. “iv-e IG's: As .in "Ft. system, wheninterroq 'ated to a prominent syllable.

there "is a 0mm1e '°f t3? $0912PP§2T$V- F cus ---> 7 °tfo1]_.:.;vv:l;mt[4h?e 03h“. two allowable sequences
‘32:; LH") are less frequentd1“ Italian; or’ em hatic an ,
bzizlrlgncestzrhich 5e do not take into accountu A130 '3 did'not see the_ need forPeieéducil'lg a phrase accent, . which should
figcfimpany the final nuclear pitch accent as

happens in English.

ANALYZING THE DATA

' istio oint of view we can

arisidea sihgggces ingo two parts: .th,‘ one

following and the other preceding the

focussed constituent.First of all we look :3

the sentence section following the foouss

constituent, which on a first approximation

we take it to coincide with the'rightmogt

T"TITT" tonal marking. The portion to e

considered varies remarkably _fromi one

sentence to another: it is constitute dbyaa

subordinate clause in sentences 1. an If

the subordinate clause plus what remains o
‘ topicalizedthe ma or clause, once the .

constitgent has been fronted, in sentenfie
2. the subordinate clause plus tde

constituent which has been extrapose ,

either the subject or the ob‘tject6 NP7 of :11:

' clause, in sentences. . . .,

lphi-ignxpposed relative clause attached to its
clefted constituent in sentgngze 85,- an;

tra osed NP subject in sen e _ ..

the rlight dislocated NP object in sentence
4 .

. ‘ . treatedthis sentence material can be ._

fiiiogeneousl from an ”intonational pgigt 0f
view even t cugh‘ it contains syntac 1ked1y

semantic elements differing quite marf the

from one another. These componentsd <10 the

intonational structure can be oppose ed
' focus:material which precedes the

constituent/s which we _ discuss baking:
phonetic characterization of p08
linguistic elements. can defined as £01313;
there is a downstep pattern in the F- 00 In.
which reflects a somewhat gIObalhingi

starting from an upper limit ‘and reac1 ' it
baseline value about 5 half-tones. be 011'!!!
(hereafter h.t.)LThe declination f .
associated with each such portion 'f to

patterns does not lend 'itself cafl inch
defining .a constant decaying rate.d Ii to
lowering . seems to apply ran making at
prominentlnon-prominent syllables. 100 11ab1‘
sentence stretches of a certain BY
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contrastive .

length. Loca l variat ions ‘ i take‘ Phonological Wordsz as their domain, with the "
only'restriction that local F- jumps cannot
override F- jumps of the previous PW. Thefirst sentence, declarative, is made up oftwo 16's, the first of which ends with the
main sentence and the second with thesubordinate clause.
contains focussed material,
assertion. of the underlying semanticproposition; the subordinate expresses anhypothesis based on 'given ‘informationlnsentences moving the-focussed constituent tothe front. after FAR has applied, thedeclination line is set at approximately .5h.t.. above-the final value(Lz). Also thesesentences (see 2 and 3)‘ are made up of two16's, the. first of which ends with the mainsentence and the second starts with thesubordinate clause. The only noticeable
difference from the simple declarative
consists in the decrease _in the final
lowering at the end of the first IG: the
degree of final lowering is higher in the
sim 1e declarative than in its markedvariants and this is due to differences in
semantic representation. In the former case,
the main clause contains an assertion andthe whole proposition constituted by themain predicate and the subject of
predication are elements of focus structure:
the pitch range correlated with the main
sentence is higher than the one correlated
with the subordinate clause . Markedvariations of this utterance concentrates
the predication onto a single constituentwhich marks focus structure: in sentence 2
it is the object NP, as in sentence 8; it is
the VP in sentence 6 and the subject NP insentence 7, and so on.As in [5] focus is the
representation of the variable x such that
P(x), where P(x) is a predication in atcorresponding to the dominant or mainVerb.What is needed then is a condexing rule
to associate the predication with the entityin focus, as in A£36]: Coindex NP and Xwhere X = an , PP, NP, or S.Coindexing tells us which thing x is being
predicated about. In case of sentence 2, atopicalization, what we have is:
2i. [[Nyi decimali]; [vpdevono pagare gli
industriali] 1]

i.e. the

P(X)
FOCUS=X=[Npi decimali]

As Berwick rightly remarks: "there iscertainly not much in the way of constraintin this proposal. What is missing is the
machinery telling us which NP's and X's areto be coindexed"(ibid.,53). This wouldrequire discourse structuring rules,obviously; but at sentence level a lot can
be done in Italian on the basis of syntacticstructuring, as discussed above.
We are left with the portion of the
intonational contour which precedes the
focussed constituent. From a phonetic point
of view, to achieve a satisfactory
definition of focus it is not sufficient to
look at peaks in the. pitch contour.
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Only the ma‘in clause.

Variability in the topl~ine -- or the maximum‘vaIue for the F; contour in a phonological-
phrase"=-i'wh’ich' can be constituted 'either bya peak, H,-a maximum, or a fall to a very low
pitch, L, a minimum in the .pitch range of agiven intonational contour in absolute
terms, do not constitute the correlate ofthe focussed constituent. Other factors notrelatable to focus can contribute to thecreation of peaks, such as the len th of theutterance or the beginning 0 a newdiscourse. We found and verified insynthesis experiments, that the.steepness ofthe dipping following/preceding the focussedsegment (usually a syllable), _i.e. therate/s of change or number of h.t. for thesegment/s constituting the sequence relevantto the definition of focus structure, is theviable discriminating correlate of focus. Inthis way focus is defined as a relation overtwo adjacent tonal assignments, in terms ofthe steepness of the dipping of the F-

contour. If we look at our examples, we findeasily that in the first portion of thesentence there are two or even threecombinations of T‘T/TT" - and indeed,potentially there could be an infinitenumber. Only if we adopt our criterion wecan account for sentences in which two ormore constituents seem to be structurallymarked and semantically relevant in theoverall informational structure. This is thecase of sentences 3,4,5 in which aconstituent is moved to TOP position or isleft/right dislocated and is bound to aresumptive clitic within the sentence, asshown in:
iii- [s'l'roplupOuestO
accordo] [snon [ups] [vppossono [vp[vaccettar] [c110]]]] ["pi sindacati]]]
The constituent in TOP does not count as new
information as is the case with topicalized
sentence 2.‘ Rather, it qualifies as
secondary focus even though it has been
fronted: primary focus is associated with
the VP and is marked as H‘LLz at the offsetof the IG.
The grammatical representation is thus
confirmed by the 'data we collected in that
focus is characterized by three features: a
L/H peak/fall, aligned with word-stress,
accompanied by- a preceding or trailing HIL
tone followed by a L tone in coincidence
with an 16 boundary(not necessarily); the
steepness must be the highest in the
sentence. If we look at the steepness we

data: in sentence 3.
HL*=6 h;t. whereas 'LL%=8 h.t.; in sentence
4. HL"=3 h.t. but H‘L=7 h.t.; in 5. HL*=4
h.t. but H‘LI.%=8 h.t.; in 2. the steepness
associated with H*L=9 h.t.; in 8. H‘LL%=8

have the followingI

h.t.; in 6. H*L=9 h.t. and finally in 7.
H*L=9 h t.

We shall concentrate now on the two
interrogatives: the wh— question in 9 and
the yes/no question in 10. As to 9 we notethat the wh— word constitutes the questioned
object and the NP subject "gli industriali"
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is extraposed beyond three sentence corresponds to AFIF=6%',

”“ boundaries, as shown below: - ‘ - ' 2 We define a Phonological w:°rd .ae a

' ‘ ‘ii. chi [shannc detto}~ ~ @119» [Shanna Structural component Of 158 made up of ode

. _ intenzione] di [saiutare] . stressed leXical element, the head of the

5X ‘ The intonational contour of the '11- questlgn pw, preceded by as many'unstressed 1°Xica1

" is 0195131}! identifiable in theft it C1095“ t elements as there are within a Phonological'

possess a final peak nor a single peak at Phrase Phonological Phrases in turn

the onset: in vh— questions all the fronted correspond to major syntactic

constituent is in focus and is raised to aFH oonstituents(see Selkirk, 1984),

plateau. What follows is a very steep -

drop: 10 h.t. in our examples. This pattern BIBLIOGRRFIII .

‘ ‘ sherPlY separates the remaining sentence ll]Delmonlel.(l?83)1APhonological

'
portion which is" uttered ' on a low Processor (or_lulnn.m Proc. Isl Meetin'

declination line. It must be- remarked that . European Chapter ogfhe :cx..bpna.(,2s-34_

- ' wh- words do possess ma. wig" ;=:.":;:::::::..’.z:;.‘::::.i::.,:';i:;:::~.,_
. they are contrastively emphasized _- so heft: _. _ ”mum “nu-luau“ or ACLCqnbi.

"‘ build a PW With the following
Univfiev York. 136-144.

in this case the word "detto'V _ - _ Ilelmenu l..G.A.M|In.G.Tiulo(l986)_A ‘

On a semantic‘ level, wh— questions are GI'IIIIIIIHCII Component fornTen-to-

partial questions and the H portion of the SpeechSYIten-Prw-ICASSP 36.Tokyo,

'
‘

45.2.1.2407-2410.

sentence is solely constituted by the 141 Selkirk “19“). Phenom" “a sym".

questioned ”terial. the ”mini-P9 part Of The MIT Press.Cnmhridae Mass. ‘

the question no longer constituting part of ‘ l5] ”wick 1111983). “trauma“:

the question because presupposed oralreadY COIWugionuMpecu o! Discourse,in

known. 0n the contrary, yes-no questions are unrndyl-R.Bervick(eds).Compuuuonu

total ’questions ' and the whole sentence 13 god.“ 0: Discourse. The un' pr¢”_

uttered homogeneously on a H level.
Cal-bridge Mum. 27-106. ‘ .

. . . [6| Wilhlll £11980). Predlcnuon,

1 This characterization of F- variations in Lin'umic “wiry. ll(l).203-238.

terms of half tones has been suggested to me

by G.A.Mian and G.Tisato,' each half-tone
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